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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p be a prime number. The main object of this paper is to analyse the 
structure of the permutation module in characteristic p associated with 
transitive p-groups of degree p*. 
There are four parts in this paper. Section 2 contains some definitions 
and a conjecture of Dr. P. M. Neumann on transitive p-groups of degree 
p” (m > 1). In Section 4 we prove this conjecture for m = 2. We give in 
Section 3 some preliminary results which will be useful in Section 4. 
2. THE DESCENDING AND THE ASCENDING LOEWY SERIES 
Let G be a p-group acting transitively and faithfully on a set 0 of size 
pm, m 2 1, and let F be a field of characteristic p. Define the descending 
Loewy series of the FG-module FQ as 
FsZ:=J,>J,> . ..>J.-,>J,=(O}, 
where for O<s<l- 1, J,,+l is the smallest submodule of J, such that G 
acts trivially on J,/J,+ , . We define the ascending Loewy series of FQ 
dually as 
{O}=A,<A,p,< ... <Al<A,=FQ, 
where for 1 < s f 1, A, _, is the largest submodule of FQ containing A, such 
that G acts trivially on A,+ ,/A,. 
As an immediate consequence of the above definitions, the following can 
be deduced: 
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The descending and the ascending Loewy series of FQ, as we 
have already used in our notation, have the same length 1. For 
the descending Loewy series 
FQ=J,,>J,> ... >J,p,>J,={O) 
of FL? we have that for 1 d s d 1, J, is the Jacobson radical of 
J A-1. And J/-, is a one-dimensional submodule of FL2 (the so- 
called trace submodule); and J, is a submodule of co-dimension 
one (the augmentation). (2.1) 
Conjecture 2.1. Let G, 0, and F be defined as above. Then the 
descending and the ascending Loewy series of FL2 coincide. 
The above conjecture holds when G has exponent pm. For then G has an 
element g, say of order pm, which permutes the elements of Sz cyclically. 
Let B := (g). As is well known (see, for example, [l] in this context), the 
submodules M,, 0 d s < pm, of FQ defined as M, := ker( g - l)“-the kernel 
of (g - 1)” on FQ-are all the B-submodules of FL?, and dim M, = S. It 
follows easily that the M, are also all the FG-submodules of FQ and so FL2 
is a uniserial FG-module. Therefore the descending and the ascending 
Loewy series of FQ coincide with 
{O}=M,<M,< ... <M,=FQ,l:=p”. (2.2) 
The conjecture also holds when G is abelian. Indeed in that case FG can 
be identified with FQ since G is then regular on Q. Also G is a direct 
product of say, k cyclic groups, G = G, x G, x x Gk where for each i 
with 1 < id k, we have that Gi = ( gi) for some gi in G, and gj has order 
P “1; moreover, m = m, + m, + . . . + mk. We may think of FQ as the space 
of polynomials 
where ai,, iz ,_.., zk is in F and the variables xi are distinct indeterminates over F 
satisfying the conditions xp”’ = 0, 1 < i ES k; and the action of g, on FQ is 
by multiplication by (1 + xi). One can prove this identification by noting 
that the mapping rc: xi + gj - 1, 1 6 i< k, can be extended to a ring 
isomorphism 7~: R -+ FG, where 
R := F[x,, x2, . . . . xk]/(xfm’, x2Pm2, . . . . xfm’) 
and (xfm’, xfrn2, . .. . x,P”” ) is the ideal generated by the set 
{xf”‘: 1 <i,<k}. (2.3) 
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Then using the definitions of the descending and the ascending Loewy 
series of FQ it is not difficult to verify that these series coincide with 
FsZ:=J,>J,> ... >J,-+-J,=(O), 
where 
J,:=span{x’,Lx’,2...X~:O~ii<pm,, i,+i,+ ... +ik>r}; 
Odvbf- 1; and where 1:= 1 +Cf=, (p”‘- 1). (2.41 
We do not know if Conjecture 2.1 holds for non-abelian G of exponent 
less than pm where m > 3. However, the case where m = 2 will be obtained 
in Section 4 as a corollary of our main theorem. 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, 52 denotes a set of size p* and G 
is a transitive p-subgroup of Sym(Q). We also let Z be the centre of G and 
we define K to be the kernel of G acting on the set n say, of orbits of Z. 
And for an arbitrary but fixed element CI E 52 we define L := G,. Then 
K= L x Z as can be verified easily. 
Since (SZI = p*, the exponent of G is at most p*. Also observe that Z is 
semi-regular on Q and so its order is equal to the size of its orbits. 
Accodingly, IZJ is p or p’. If IZI is p* then G is abelian. So, for the remain- 
der of this section we may suppose that JZJ = p and G is non-abelian. 
Then we have that /i := {r,: 1 < i< p, /I-;( = p} say. Moreover, G/K is 
transitive of degree p and hence I G : KI = p. Now for each i, 1 d i d p, define 
Kj := Krt, Z, := Zrl. Then since Z < K we have that Zi < Kj for each i. Con- 
sider Sym(T,) for an arbitrary but fixed fi, 1 d i Q p and observe that Ki is 
contained in the centraliser of Z, in Sym(T,). But Z induces a transitive 
abelian (and hence regular) group Zi on r,. Thus Z; is its own centraliser 
in Sym(T,). Accordingly Ki 6 Zi and so K, = Zi. Since IZi 1 = II-, I = IZ( we 
have that the mapping 
x + xrt of z + zK 
is an isomorphism. Thus K, = Zir Z and this holds for each i with 
1 didp. As K<FIlsjGp Ki we have that K is a sub-direct power of Z; and 
IK:) = p” where n < p. Observe that n # 1, otherwise, K would be Z and G 
would be abelian, contrary to the assumption on G. Thus 2 d n d p. (3.1) 
The following result will be useful later in Section 4. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a non-abelian transitive p-group of permutations of 
degree p2. In the notation established above we have that K= L x Z. Let c be 
a generator for Z and let b be an element of G-K. A generating set 
{a, : 1 < s < n - 1 } for L may be chosen subject to the conditions 
Cal, 61 =c; [a,, bl =a,-,, 2<s,<n-1. 
Proof: In accordance with the result leading to (3.1) we have that K is 
an elementary abelian normal sugbroup of G and so it may be regarded as 
a vector space over Z,. Thus we write K additively. 
Set B := (bK) = G/K. Then B is a cyclic p-group acting on K as a group 
of automorphisms by conjugation. Also the fixed point space of B in K is Z 
and so it is one-dimensional over H,. Thus K is an indecomposable (and 
hence cyclic) E, B-module. Therefore there is a unique B-composition series 
Z<V,<V,< ..‘<V,-,=K, 
where n := dim K over E,. Set L, := L n V,, 1 <s < n - 1. Then dim L, = s 
and V, = L,@ Z. Moreover, the mapping rc: K--t K defined by 
rr: g + g(b - 1) has kernel Z as can be readily seen. Hence, kernel of x is 
one-dimensional over Z,; and for any s, 1 <s < n - 1, we have that 
Vsn= v,-,. 
Now choose u1 in L,-- (01. Then u,(b- 1) is in Zand so u,(b- l)=A,c 
for some non-zero 1, in Z,. Put a, := I;%, . Then a,(b - 1) = c. Suppose 
that sa 1 and that a,, a,, . . . . a, can be chosen among the generators of L 
with ai in L,, 1 < j,<s, subject to the conditions 
a,(b- l)=c; a,(b- l)=aj--l, 26j6s. 
Choose u,+i in L,+, -L,. Then uS+,(b- 1) is in V, and so u,+,(b- l)= 
ASaS + v where 2, is a suitable non-zero element in Z, and v is a suitable 
element in V,- 1. But then v = w(b - 1) for some w in L,. Now put 
a,+1 := ,%,‘(u,+, - w). Then 
a,+,(b-l)=l;‘(u,+,-w)(b-1) 
=/I;-‘uS+,(b- l)-A,‘w(b- 1) 
=I;‘(;i,a,+v)-l;‘v 
= a,. 
Using induction on the length of the Z,B-composition series of K we 
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conclude that there exists a set of generators a,, uz, . . . . a,-, for L which 
satisfies the conditions 
a,(b-l)=c; a,(& l)=a,+,, 26sbn-1. 
Reverting to multiplicative notation we obtain the desired result. 
4. THE PERMUTATION MODULES 
FOR TRANSITIVE P-GROUPS OF DEGREE p2 
All the notation used in Section 3 will be retained in this section. We also 
let F be a field of characteristic p. We shall show that the ascending and 
the descending Loewy series of Fs2 coincide and we shall give a detailed 
description of these series. The dimensions of the factors of the series will 
also be determined. 
There are three cases to distinguish: 
First, suppose that G has exponent p2. Then in accordance 
with (2.2) the ascending and the descending Loewy series of FSZ 
coincide with 
{O)=J,~<J,z~,< ... <J,<J,:=FQ, 
where for some g E G of order p2, J,,- r := ker( g - l)‘-the 
kernel of (g - 1)’ on FCC-and dim J,2 ~ r = r, 0 < r < p2. As such 
the Loewy length of FQ is p2. (4.1) 
Second, suppose that G is abelian of exponent p. Then following the 
steps leading to (2.4) we have that the ascending and the descending 
Loewy series of Fs2 coincide with 
{O}=J,<J,p,< ... <J,<J,,:=FQ, 
where J,:=span{fl”y”:Odu, obp-1, u+u>r}; j? and y are distinct 
indeterminates over F satisfying BP = yp = 0; 0 < r < I; and 1 := 2p - 1. 
Furthermore, define H,-, := J,- ,/Jr, the space of homogeneous 
polynomials of degree r - 1 and set d, : = dim H, ~ 1 , 1 < r Q 2p - 1. Then by 
listing the elements in the spanning set for H,_ , we readily see that 
(d,)f’?; I = { 1, 2, 3, . . . . p- 1, p, p- 1, p-2, . . . . 3, 2, l}. 
And as such, 
d, < d, < . . < dc,,z, 2 dC,,2, + ,a . . 2 d,p, 2 d,, 
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where 
[l/2] :=max(tEZ: t<1/2}. (4.2) 
For the remainder of this paper we shall suppose that G is non-abelian of 
exponent p. Then the subgroups K, L, Z of G defined in Section 3 satisfy 
K= L x Z. Also K is elementary abelian of rank n where 2 d n < p - 1, 
JG: KI = p, and Z is cyclic of order p. Choose b E G - K and let c generate 
Z. Then the group A := (b, c) is an elementary abelian subgroup of G and 
we readily show that it acts regularly on Q. Recall that L := G, for some 
c( E 52. Thus by identifying o! with the unit of A and an arbitrary w in Q with 
x in A if o = ux, we may identify R with A and hence F&I with FA. (4.3) 
Employing (2.4), we shall henceforth think of FQ as the space of 
polynomials 
where the euo are in F and the variables /?, y satisfy /?” = yp = 0. Moreover 
the actions of b and c on FQ are given by multiplication by (1 +/I) and 
(1 + y) respectively. (4.4) 
The central result of this paper is 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 52 be a set of size p*, G be a transitive p-subgroup of 
Sym(Q), and suppose that G is non-abelian of exponent p. Let F be afield of 
characteristic p. 
(1) Then the ascending and the descending Loewy series of the 
FG-module FQ coincide; 
(2) Moreover, if /Cl = p’ +I’, these series coincide with 
C’bJ (n+l)(p-l)< ... <J,<Jo=FQ 
where J,:=span{/?“y’:s+nt3r}, O<r<(n+l)(p-1); and p and y are 
distinct indeterminates over F satisfying BP = yp = 0; 
(3) As such the Loewy length of FQ is 1 + (n + l)(p - 1). 
Proof The proof will be carried out in several steps. 
Step (i). A generating set {a,: 1 <s < n - 1 } for L may be chosen 
subject to the conditions 
ba, =a,bc; ba,=a,- ,a,b, 2<s<n-1. 
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Proof of Step (i). We can, without loss of generality, replace b by 
its inverse in the result of Lemma 3.1 and so obtain our present result. 
Step (ii). Henceforth, we let y be of weight n, the weight of b remain- 
ing unity. We prove the generators a,, 1 < j < n - 1, of L are such that for 
any polynomial f in R := Fs2 we have that 
(fv 1”’ = (f”lh. 
[In particular, (y”)” = y’, 1 d s d p - 1.1 
Also for any integer s, 1 d s 6 p - 1, we have that 
if s<j- 1, 
if saj 
(where “h.0.t.” denotes “higher order terms”.) 
Proof of Step (ii). Now 
(fy)“/=f”‘- l)? 
= (f’?) - f‘“/ 
= (f”i)’ - ,f”i 
=(f”i)(l +y)--f”’ 
= (f “‘h. 
And so the tirst assertion holds true. 
We prove the second part by induction on s. To start with, suppose that 
sbj-l.Ifs=l thenj>2and(l+b)?=cc 4 = c(?-IU’~ = ~~ = (1 + /j), (note 
that l”~ = 1 since CPJ = N). And so /3” = fi. Suppose that s > 2 and that the 
assertion holds for s - 1 in this case (that is, s <j- 1). Then 
(p)u,= (p-l)(h-I’“, 
(/3s -- I)bo, _ (fis- l)a, 
= (fi.\-l)<+v$b+s -l)a,. 
Since s - 1 < j - 1 < j we use induction hypothesis and obtain that 
(~y~,+-l)b-~~-l 
=p”-‘(l +/j-p”- 
= /3”. 
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Next suppose that s 3 j. We first notice that 
(1 + b)” = (pl= cp = Clbc = (1 + /j)( 1 + y) 
and hence /?“I = /3 + y + by. 
And for s = j with j > 2 we use induction to get 
(pp = (pj- I)4 - (pj- I)01 
= (pj- I)+lujb- (BP 1)~~ 
= (/I- ’ + y + h.o.t.)qb - (B’- ‘)“/. 
Therefore from the preceding result, we have that 
(/?‘)“/ = (/3-- ’ + y + h.o.t.)b - /?- ’ 
=(pjP’+y)(l +/?)-/I’-‘+h.o.t. 
= /?j + y + h.o.t. 
Thus the result holds for s = j. Now suppose that s >j+ 1 and that the 
assertion holds for s - 1. As s - 1 > j- 1 we have that 
(p”)“/= (/j-I)bu/- (p”-‘y~ 
=(~“-‘)u,~l”,b_(~~~I)u, 
=[,‘~‘+(;I:)~~~~~+h.o.t.~~-~~.~-l)~/. 
Again s - 1 3 j and as such, 
(py=[a~-‘+(“; ‘) p’-j-l9+(;I:)B.~ji’](l+8) 
-[,‘P1+(‘;‘)p”“y]+h.o.t. 
=/?‘+[(“;l)+(;?:)]/Fjy+h.o.t. 
=fi”+ ; fl”-‘y+h.o.t. 
0 
This completes the proof of Step (ii). 
Step (iii). The ascending Loewy series of I32 is 
(0) <J(n+I)(P-lI) < . <J, <Jo = FQ. 
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Proof of Step (iii). Indeed let r be an arbitrary integer lying 
between 0 and (n + I)( p - 1) inclusively. And let f be in J,. Then f is of 
the form 
where 06 u, v < p- 1, and u+ nv br. Now using (4.4) we have that 
f”=f(l +fl)=f +ffl and, since ffl is in Jr+,, we see that (f+J,+,)“= 
,f + J, + , Similarly, f” = f ( 1 + y ) = f + fy and as such (f + J, + , )” = 
f+Jr+,. Furthermore from Step (ii) we see that for any j such that 
ld,j<n-1, 
.P = 12 eu,WVY~ 
=“i 2 euo Buy” 
OGuCj- I OGoCp- 1 
+ c c e,,:[P’+(~)~“‘y]g”+h.o.t. 
/<ucp-1 o<rrsp-I 
= 1 c euoj?UyC + h.o.t. 
u L 
(Observe that since IK:I = p” with 2 d n < p - 1, we get that j< p - 2.) 
(4.5) 
And so fU’=f+yr+, for some y,+, in J,,,. Thus (f+Jr+,)q= 
f+Jr+,. As G is generated by the set {b, c, a,: 1 < j < n - 1 } it follows that 
G acts trivially on J,/J,+ , (4.6) 
Next let { 0} = X, < X, . I < . < X, < X0 = FQ be the ascending Loewy 
series of FL?. By definition, X,-, is the largest non-zero submodule of FL2 
on which G acts trivially. So from (4.6) it follows that J,, + , )(,, ~, ) < X,_ , . 
Now let f be in X, _ , . Then 
f’” -l,=o. 
fca,-ILo: 
f(c-l)=O and for any j, l< j<n- 1, 
The equation f (hP ‘) = 0 implies that fb = 0 and hence f is of the form 
f= 1 eiflP-‘yi, eiE F. 
I <i<p- 1 
AIs0 f+‘)= 0 means that fy = 0 and hence we may also write f as 
f = c d;plyP-‘, d, E F. 
ICISp-- I 
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These two forms of S combine to give f = @?pP ‘yPP ‘, R E F. As this satisfies 
f’q ~ ‘) = 0 for any j, 1 < j < n - 1, we conclude that it is the final form off: 
Thus flies in J~n+lj(pPlj and hence X,PI=J~n+,j(p..i,. 
Suppose that X, = J, for some r with 2 < r < I- 1. By definition of X, ~, 
and from (4.6) we get that J,-, < X, ~, . For any f in X,_, , we have that 
and 
(f+ x,p =f+ x, foreachswith l,<s<n-1. 
It follows from the first of these equations that f”-’ =fp lies in X, and 
so either f~ J,-, or 
thus 
where ut-mar- 1 if Odudp-2. (4.7) 
Furthermore, (f + X,)’ =f + X, gives f (‘- i =fr and this lies in X, so 
that either f~ J,-,, or 
thus 
where s+nt>r-n if O,<t<p-2. (4.8) 
Combining (4.7) and (4.8) we get that 
where 
u+nu>r-1 if 0 < u, u 6 p - 2; 
p-l+nu3r-n if Odo<p-2; 
u+n(p- 1)3r-- 1 if O<udp-2. 
(4.9) 
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For this form of f and for any aj with 1 < j d n - 1, we have that 
(observe again that j <p - 2). Therefore, 
Furthermore, observe that the monomials fl”y’ for s + nt < r (or <r) are 
linearly independent modulo J, (or J,- ,). So, if euv is non-zero we must 
have that u-j+n(l +u)>r; that is, u+nu>r-n+j. This holds for allj 
such that 1 < j < n - 1, and for all u such that 0 d u d p - 1. In particular, it 
holds for j=n--1 and u=p-1. As such p-l+nu>r-1. Thus the 
inequality p- 1 tno3 r-n if 0 dud p- 2 of (4.9) may be replaced by 
p-l+nudr- 1 if O< u d p-2. Therefore, f lies in J,_ r and hence 
x r-,<J,-,. As a result X, , = J,+ , . We now apply induction and 
conclude that Step (iii) holds. 
Step (iv). For 0 d r d (n + 1 )( p - l), define the space 
T,:=span{&‘:s+nt=r) 
so that T, depends on n where JG( = p’ +“. Then for each r, T, = Jr/Jr+ L 
and T, is isomorphic to the dual T,*_ r~l of T,._,_ 1 where 
I:=(n+l)(p-l)+l. 
Proof of Step (iv). Obviously T, = Jr/Jr+, for each r with 
O<r<l- 1. 
Next we show that the mapping 
T-C: T,x T,p,+, -+ J,- , given by 
n: (y,z)+yz 
is a non-singular bilinear mapping. Indeed, let 
z=o<,;pp, &/Ii-‘-‘-“j? . , 
be any non-zero element of T, _, ~, . It suffices to show that there exists a 
nonzero element y in T, such that yz is a non-zero element of J,- , . As 
z # 0 there exists at least one i= t such that I*, #O, t d p - 1, and 
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I-l-r-nt<p-l.Let y:=/?~“‘P~‘~‘)yp--*~‘.Thenthisdelinitionofy 
makes sense and y lies in T,. For from the preceding inequalities we have 
that p-l-taOand 
I-l-r-nt=(n+l)(p-I)-r-nt 
=n(p-l-t)+p-l-r<p-1. 
That is, p - 1 - t 3 0 and r - n( p - 1 - t) 3 0. Now, yz has the non-zero 
term 
Thus yz is a non-zero element in J, , . 
Next, notice that by identifying the generator /?“- ‘yP-’ of J,_, with I in 
F we may identify F with J,_ ,-the one-dimensional vector space over F. 
Routine calculation now shows that the mapping 
~7: T,-+ TjY-, given by 
where n,(u) = X(X, U) for any u in T,-,_, is an isomorphism. Thus 
Step (iv) holds true. 
Step (v). The descending Loewy series of FQ is 
FQ=J,>J,> ... >J~n+l~~P-,~>O. 
Proof of Step (v). Let the descending Loewy series of FL2 be 
Fs2= y,> . . . ’ Yl- 1’ y/= (0). 
Recall that the ascending and the descending Loewy series have the same 
length and so I = (n + 1 )(p - 1) + 1. By definition, for any r with 1 < r 6 1 we 
have that y, is the smallest submodule of y,_ , such that G acts trivially on 
y,_,/y,. As such y, <J,. But always dim(y,/y,)= 1. So, as dim(J,/J,)= 1 
we must have that y, = J,. Now suppose that y, = J, for some r with 
1 < r 6 I - 1. Then as we have seen above, yr+ r d J,, r. Also from step (iv) 
we have that T, is isomorphic to TjL r~, . Since any space and its dual have 
the same dimension we must have that dim T, = dim T,- r _, . Furthermore, 
observe that Ff2 is self-dual and that dualising its descending Loewy series 
we get its ascending Loewy series. Consequently, 
dim(y,/y,+,)=dim(J,-,~,lJ,~,) 
=dim T,-,. 1 
= dim T, = dim( J,/J, + 1 ). 
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Therefore, y, + , = J, + , So, we have shown by induction that y, = .I, for 
each s with 1 < s f (n + l)( p - 1). This proves step (v) and hence (1) of the 
theorem. The remainder of the theorem is immediate. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1, we obtain the following 
result about the sequence of dimensions of the factors of the Loewy series 
of FQ. 
Remark 4.2. Let the group G of order plfn act transitively on a set 52 
of size p2 over a field F of characteristic p. Let J,, 0 d r d (n + 1 )( p - 1 ), be 
as in Theorem 4.1. 
(1) Choose t maximal subject to tn < p - 1 and write p - 1 = tn + s 
where s 6 n - 1. Then the sequence of {dim(J,/J,+ ,)} is such that 
(i) when O<r<tn-1 (and hence r=jn+i, with O<j<t-1, 
0 d i < n - 1) there are n factors of dimension j + 1, for each j; 
(ii) for tn 6 r d (p - 1 )n + s, we obtain alternately (s + 1) factors 
of dimension t + 1 and n -s - 1 factors of dimension t; 
(iii) inthecasewheres+l+(p-l)ndr<(n+l)(p-l)wemay 
write r=p-n+(p-t)n+jn+i with Obj<t--1, O<i<n-1. Then the 
dimensions form a sequence of n factors of dimension t-j, for each j. 
(2) It is immediate from (1) of the present remark that the sequence 
of dimensions of the factors of the Loewy series of Ff2 first increases and 
then it oscillates before finally decreasing. 
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